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Black Friday comes to Canada
Sameer Chhabra
Modeled after the 1541 Thanksgiving Mass, the third Thursday of
November marks the date for the
annual tradition of Thanksgiving
in the United States. A day reserved
for thanks spent with family and
friends, Thursday marks the beginning of a four day weekend observed
by every state in America.
Black Friday, however, is a contemporary invention that succeeds
Thanksgiving Thursday and is a day
for retailers to advertise the kind
of sales normally reserved for liquidation. Savvy shoppers can take
advantage of otherwise unbelievable deals, as well as the opportunity
to start Christmas shopping early.
Black Friday in Canada was first
observed in 2008 when a few American retailers provided Canadian
shoppers with deals. The first major
Black Friday in Canada occurred in
2012 as a means of allowing Canadian shoppers to spend their money
in Canada instead of crossing the
border.
Friday, Nov. 29, 2013 continued the tradition, with many

major Canadian and American
retailers offering extravagant
deals for shoppers.
However, some people have
been highly critical of Black
Friday sales appearing in Canadian stores, due to a perceived
infringement on the Canadian
economy and Canadian culture.
“It’s almost like Canada feels the
need to completely copy America
and everything it does,” said University of Guelph student Chris
Katsaras. “Black Friday in Canada
doesn’t make sense from a traditional point of view; we have
Thanksgiving in October. [Black
Friday] is just a way to support consumerism and greed, and a way to
start Christmas shopping early.”
Black Friday in America is also
frequently marred with injuries
and deaths that are the result of
robberies, shoplifting, and fervent consumers trying to score
the best deals.
“There are Black Friday death
counters online that show how
many people have hurt themselves,” explained Katsaras. “That’s
not unhealthy, it’s irresponsible.”

As of Dec. 1, seven people have
died and 90 have been injured in
America, according to one count.
Other shoppers have been less
critical of the American tradition coming to Canada. Shelby
Cady, a dual Canadian-American citizen studying at the
University of Guelph said:
“Black Friday is better in Canada.
I was able to go shopping in the
late afternoon and the stores still
had everything in stock. There
were some fantastic sales, [and] I
didn’t have to wait in line for hours.
Instead, [I] was able to get all my
Christmas presents for much less
than I would have [at home].”
Retailers have also adopted the
Monday following Thanksgiving
for online shopping as a means of
continuing the Black Friday spending spree. “Cyber Monday” marks
the conclusion of the Thanksgiving
weekend, culminating in a day for
online retailers to turn a profit similar to their physical counterparts.
Cyber Monday also makes it
possible for consumers to buy
products globally; as long as a consumer has a credit card, they can
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Streets and shops were crowded across America on Black
Friday as consumers rushed from store to store ‘stimulating
the economy.’ In Canada, things were calmer: though Black
Friday, as a Canadian tradition, is still in its infancy.
buy products at discounted prices
from anywhere in the world.
Despite the day’s negative connotations, Black Friday is the first
chance for retailers to turn a profit
during the fiscal year. Large-scale
multinational corporations and
small-scale retailers both subsist
on the income gained from the
Thanksgiving holiday weekend.

The consensus seems to be that
Black Friday is welcome in Canada
as long as the negative aspects of
the holiday are not allowed entry
into the Great White North.
“As long as Canada’s Black
Friday doesn’t turn into anything resembling America’s
[Black Friday], it will be brilliant,” concluded Cady.

Canadian man said to own only portrait of Shakespeare
Stacey Aspinall
Shakespeare’s plays are among
the most widely read in the canon
of English literature, yet aspects
of the playwright’s true identity
remain cloaked in mystery. One
piece of the puzzle that has captivated academics is the so-called
Sanders portrait, which dates
back to 1603, and is believed to be
the only portrait of Shakespeare
painted while he was alive.
A conference, entitled “Look
Here Upon This Picture: A Symposium on the Sanders Portrait
of Shakespeare,” took place on
Nov. 28 at the Munk School of
Global Affairs in Toronto. Sponsored by U of G and Canadian
Adaptations of Shakespeare
Project (CASP), the conference
brought experts together to discuss research supporting the
authenticity of the portrait.
The painting belongs to Ottawa
resident Lloyd Sullivan. It depicts
Shakespeare at age 39 and was
supposedly painted by one of Sullivan’s ancestors, actor and painter
John Sanders. Sullivan inherited
the work from his mother in 1972.
The painting has been held in the
family for 400 years.
Daniel Fischlin, Professor of
English at the University of
Guelph and head of CASP, has
researched this painting for the
past decade. “The cumulative
weight of it is unprecedented and
makes the portrait the rarest of all
art commodities: the only image
of Shakespeare painted during
his lifetime that has survived the
period. No portrait comes close or
has faced the same degree of interdisciplinary scholarly scrutiny,”

Fischlin has said of the project.
Sally Hickson, Associate Professor of Renaissance Art History at
the University of Guelph, attended
the symposium and has studied the
painting from an art historical perspective. “The portrait has passed
all the technical examinations that
confirm it is certainly an original
Jacobean portrait,” Hickson said.
“Having determined that the
painting itself is an ‘authentic’
portrait, the question remains
as to whether it is a portrait
made of Shakespeare in his own
lifetime, which it purports to
be,” Hickson explained, adding
that proving this information is
more difficult. The painting is
not without critics, and determining its authenticity relies
on input from a team of specialists in various fields.
Lloyd DeWitt, Curator of European Art at the Art Gallery of
Ontario, addressed claims that
the sitter in the portrait appears
younger than 39. The varnish could
explain Shakespeare’s youthful appearance in the portrait,
explained DeWitt, which smoothes
out fine details in the features.
Another common criticism is that
the clothing the sitter is wearing
would not have been appropriate to
Shakespeare’s social class or profession – but costume historian Jenny
Tiramani has argued that there is
nothing out of place with his clothing. Shakespeare could have had
formal attire made in honour of a
special event: in 1603 he became a
member of the household of James
I, along with his fellow actors in the
King’s Men.
So why was the portrait painted?
According to Hickson, Shakespeare

might have had the portrait commissioned to give to his friend
John Hemings, a fellow player with
marriage ties to the Sanders family,
and one of the people responsible
for publishing the first folio of

Shakespeare’s plays.
Compelling historical evidence
has been provided to support the
authenticity of the Sanders painting. Hickson said, “As a brand,
Shakespeare is about the essence

of Englishness and national identity – and a portrait made of him
in his own lifetime would be the
closest thing we have to the man
himself. It would be completely
unique in the world.”

